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ABSTRACT
We originally proposed and experimentally demonstrated the targeted-light delivery capability of so-called Wave-guided
Optical Waveguides (WOWs) three years ago. As these WOWs are maneuvered in 3D space, it is important to maintain
efficient light coupling through their integrated waveguide structures. In this work we demonstrate the use of real-time
diffractive techniques to create focal spots that can dynamically track and couple to the WOWs during operation in a
volume. This is done by using a phase-only spatial light modulator to encode the needed diffractive phase patterns to
generate a plurality of dynamic coupling spots. In addition, we include our proprietary GPC Light Shaper before the
diffractive setup to efficiently illuminate the rectangular shaped spatial light modulator by a Gaussian laser beam. The
method is initially tested for a single WOW and we have experimentally demonstrated dynamic tracking and coupling
for both lateral and axial displacements of the WOWs. The ability to switch from on-demand to continuous addressing
with efficient illumination leverages our WOWs for potential applications in near-field stimulation and nonlinear optics
at small scales.
Keywords: Microfabrication, optical trapping, object tracking, diffractive optics, Generalized Phase Contrast

1. INTRODUCTION
Trapping and manipulation using light has progressed from a single tightly focused beam on a bead to orchestrated
movements of multiple objects or even advanced multi-handled micro-tools1,2. Trapped objects are no longer restricted to
a simple polystyrene bead but now extend to advanced and structured objects that can be readily fabricated using twophoton fabrication (2PP)3. Using 2PP fabrication allows full 3D flexibility in the design of desired structures so that a
variety of forms and tasks can be carried out. An example is the optically-actuated surface scanning probe for
investigating surface topography4. Instead of tightly focused traps, more softly focussed counter-propagating (CP) beams
can also be used in multi-beam trapping. We have demonstrated this using polystyrene beads5 and also with fabricated
extended objects that were used for demonstrating real-time optical microassembly6,7. The main advantage of using CP
beams is the use of low-NA objective lenses to relay the trapping beams to the sample volume. The large working
distance of low-NA objectives allows the possibility of adding side-view imaging of the sample as we have previously
integrated on our proprietary Biophotonics Workstation (BWS)8. In our recent work, we have fabricated free-floating
waveguides that can be real-time optically manipulated in a volume coined Wave-guided Optical Waveguides (WOWs)9.
The WOWs can serve as structure-mediated tools for redirecting light10 and for accessing targeted light delivery in
difficult geometries. To allow dynamic coupling of light through the WOWs, we have added a diffractive setup that can
independently modulate the coupling beams on our BWS11. Here, further improvements have been integrated by adding
object tracking routines that allow real-time coupling to the WOWs while they are real-time manipulated in a volume.
This leverages the capabilities of the WOWs for potential applications in near-field photo-stimulation and nonlinear
optics at small scales.
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2. Wave-guiided Optical Waveguides
Utilizing spheerical handless the WOWs are
a convenienntly trapped an
nd manipulateed by counter--propagating (CP)
(
beams at
a
a near-infrareed wavelengthh. Lateral dispplacements of the WOWs are accompliished by simpply dragging the CP-beamss
along the lateeral direction while axial movements
m
arre performed by adjusting the intensity ratio of the respective
r
CPbeams. As thee WOWs are moved in 3D space, we reqquire the coupling beams (ggreen laser lighht) to real-tim
me follow them
m
for continuouus addressingg. The lateral displacements Δ ′ and Δ ′ of the WO
OWs can be readily obtaiined from thee
trapping interface since thhe CP-beams use an imagging geometry
y and thus only
o
a simplee scaling is needed
n
for thee
hologram calculation. Sincce we have noo direct accesss to the axial coordinate
c
duee to the naturee of the trappiing beams, wee
use an objectt tracking routtine on the side-view imagging to automaatically obtainn the axial dissplacement co
oordinate shifft
Δ ′. A fluoreescence dye iss added to thee trapping meddium to help in visualizingg the couplingg beams using the side-view
w
imaging on thhe BWS. The procedure is summarized
s
b the schemattic diagram annd setup in Figg. 1:
by

Figurre 1. Schematicc of the real-tim
me diffractive coupling
c
of the optically manippulated WOWss. The coordinaates of
each trapped WOW
W are obtained auutomatically foor the calculatio
on of the neededd SLM-based reeal-time holograams.

The required real-time hollograms for thhe lateral and axial displaceements of the coupling beaams are calcullated using thee
fast but approoximate so-callled “prisms (bblazed gratinggs) and lenses” approach giiven below:

φlateral ( x, y ) =

2π
( xΔx′ + yΔy′ )
λf
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(1)

φaxial ( x, y ) = −

πΔz′ 2
( x + y2 )
λf

(2)

ming lens. Occcasionally, an offset is neceessary to obtaain conveniennt
where is thhe focal lengthh of the Fourrier transform
coordinates for
fo both the traapping and thee coupling beaams. Thus the effective phaase for a couplling beam is given
g
by:

φeff
od (φoffset + φlaateral + φaxial ,2π )
e ( x, y ) = mo

(3)

W
can be viisualized as sh
hown in Fig.2 below:
The diffractivve addressing of a single WOW

Figurre 2. Graphical demonstration of holographicc addressing of a single WOW
W. The WOW iss moved in 3D space
usingg the counter-prropagating beam
ms holding the four spherical handles
h
of eachh WOW. The hoolograms are used to
moduulate the coupliing beams to dyynamically folloow the position of each WOW
W in real-time.

To obtain an increased ligght efficiency of the coupling beams, a first
f
static beaam shaping uusing the Geneeralized Phasee
Contrast (GP
PC) method12 is performed to match the rectangular shape
s
of the used
u
SLM by an incident Gaussian
G
laserr
beam profile.. A compact module
m
contaiining the mainn componentss of GPC is addded to the diiffractive setu
up as shown inn
Fig. 3. We reefer to this moodule as the soo-called GPC Light Shaperr (LS). The sizze of the phasse mask and Phase
P
Contrast
Filter (PCF) is optimized according to the values inn our previou
us literature13. The use of the GPC LS allows for ann
efficient photton managemeent compared to the more common practiice of amplituude masking13,,14.
The GPC LS
S works by inntroducing a phase
p
shift to the incident Gaussian
G
beam
m using an innput phase mask
m
that has a
phase shiftingg region correesponding to the
t shape of the
t SLM (Ham
mamatsu Phottonics, 798 600 pixels, 9.9 mm × 7.55
mm active arrea). A lens taakes the Fouriier transform of the phase shifted
s
field and
a transformss it to the plan
ne of the PCF
F
which createss a so-called synthetic
s
referrence wave froom the low sp
patial frequenccies. A secondd lens takes an
nother Fourierr
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transform andd the resultingg pattern at thhe output is a contiguous intensity
i
distrribution corresponding onee-to-one to thee
input phase mask.
m
Unlike the common method of haard-truncation
n where photoons are discarrded, the GPC
C LS redirectss
photons to siignificantly ennhance the phhoton-flux onto the SLM addressing
a
surrface where tthe coupling holograms
h
aree
displayed.

Figurre 3. Schematiic diagram of thhe real-time difffractive setup. The GPC LS iss placed before the SLM to peerform
a staatic beam shapping to match the rectangulaar shape of thee applied SLM
M. Unlike hardd-truncation wh
here a
signiificant part of the photons are discarded, the GPC LS redireects the photonns to where theyy are needed, on
o the
SLM
M surface to obtaain an enhancedd read-out of thhe coupling holo
ograms.

3. RESULTS
S
We applied a random arraangement of 20
2 - 40 focal spots
s
for testin
ng the SLM-bbased diffracttive coupling to the WOWss
(cf. Fig. 4). Our
O measurem
ments presenteed in Fig. 5 shhows a ~3x gaain when the GPC Light Shaper is used
d together withh
the diffractivee setup compaared with the usual hard-truuncated Gausssian beam appproach. The gaain is calculatted as the ratioo
of the averagge light spot inntensity in thee GPC-enhancced patterns to
o the average light spot inttensity of the correspondingg
hard-truncateed patterns. Quualitatively, thhe GPC-enhannced focal spo
ots are brighteer than their hhard-truncated
d counterpartss.
As an exampple, the spots in
i a “40 spot--pattern” are still
s brighter compared
c
to the
t spots in thhe hard-truncaated case for a
“20 spot-pattern”. This sugggests that wee can generate more intensse focal spots that can be uused for addreessing a largerr
W
in addiition to other advanced annd simultaneou
us light excittations workinng in conjuctiion with thesee
number of WOWs
tools.

Figurre 4. Side-view
w microscope image showing the experimenttal visualizationn of the focused light coupling to a
singlle free-standingg and optically trapped
t
WOW.. Here the trapp
ped WOW is brrought to the foocus of a static green
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laserr beam for effective light couppling. Subsequuently, the green coupling-lighht is diffractiveely generated from
fr
a
phasee-only SLM to enable dynamiic addressing and
a full 3D targ
geted light delivvery for each W
WOW while theey are
beingg 3D manipulatted in a volume. Adapted from
m ref. [11]

Figurre 5. Experimeental results shhowing that GP
PC-enhanced focal
f
spots cann be obtained w
with a ~3x brrighter
intennsity (red profilees) than their haard-truncated counterparts (blu
ue profiles).

Real-time couupling has beeen tested forr lateral and axial
a
displacem
ments of the WOWs, sepaarately. Figs. 6 and 7 show
w
snapshots froom experimennts performingg real-time cooupling during
g WOW-motiion. Lateral ddisplacement of a WOW iss
done by draggging the resppective CP-traaps on the BW
WS using a sp
pecially desiggned computeer interface. The
T coordinatee
variables are then grabbed to calculatee the required grating phaase for the diffractive
d
SLM
M-configuratiion. For axiaal
addressing, as
a shown in Fig. 2b, the position of each WOW is obtained from a built--in object traacking routinee
implemented on LabVIEW
W. The obtaineed axial displaacement is then used to calcculate the requuired quadraticc (lens) phasee.
The axial shifting of the cooupling spots can be clearlly observed frrom the fluoreescence of thee trapping med
dium. The usee
of our proprietary GPC Liight Shaper prrior to the SL
LM phase mod
dulation produuces significaantly more inttense couplingg
spots that aree desirable forr addressing a plurality of WOWs
W
simulttaneously. Thee GPC Light S
Shaper can bee implementedd
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1
using a fixedd phase filter15
, using a moore advanced self-induced16 approach or
o by implemeenting a self--aligned phasee
17
filter approaach.

Figure 6. Dynnamic experim
mental snapshoots demonstraating real-timee WOW-couplling along thee axial directio
on.

mental snapshoots demonstraating real-timee WOW-couplling along thee lateral directiion.
Figure 7. Dynnamic experim
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This work experimentally demonstrate dynamic and reconfigurable coupling of green laser light to so-called Waveguided Optical Waveguides (WOWs) by using an advanced real-time object tracking algorithm. The ability to switch
between on-demand and continuous coupling offers a versatile approach for the WOWs for potential applications in
near-field photo-stimulation and nonlinear optics at small scales. The addition of a proprietary GPC Light Shaper in the
SLM-based diffractive setup allows efficient formation of high intensity light spot patterns that are desirable when
addressing a plurality of real-time manipulated WOWs in a volume.
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